Housing Services
Annual Performance
Report for Tenants 2019/20

A message from Housing & Communities
Convener, Councillor Bob Brawn
Welcome to the sixth Annual Performance Report on Perth & Kinross Council’s Housing Services.
This report provides you with a detailed overview of how we are performing against the national
Scottish Social Housing Charter outcomes. The publication of the Annual Performance Report has
been delayed this year from its usual October publication date, due to the pandemic.
It clearly sets out the wide range of the work we have carried out to improve your services in the
last 12 months as well as how we have performed in comparison to the previous year. You can
also read about some of the work we have planned for 2020/21 that will allow us to make further
improvements.
As you will all be very aware, this has been a year like no other we have experienced in our lifetimes.
The COVID-19 pandemic and the lockdown has meant that we had to focus on providing critical
services to help and support our tenants and residents through the lockdown period and beyond.
These critical services were sheltered housing, homelessness and emergency repairs. Our staff also
carried out a huge amount of work to make sure that tenants and residents were safe, secure and
healthy during lockdown, especially the more vulnerable members of our communities. I’m sure that
many of you will have received a welfare telephone call check or a food parcel during lockdown.
I’m extremely proud of the way our staff responded to an extremely difficult situation to make sure
that vital services continued to be provided, and that everyone who needed support was helped
through this period. We received some very positive feedback from tenants for our work during
lockdown, and we hope to capture and develop this way of working closely in partnership with our
communities as we develop new ways of providing services for the future.
As we emerge into a 'new normal' the pandemic continues to impact on the services we can provide
to people. However, we have plans in place that will allow us to recover and renew. In future the
Council and the Housing Service will work closely with communities across Perth and Kinross to make
sure they have the services that are right for them. This ‘Perth and Kinross Offer’ will help us to reduce
inequality, financial hardship, social isolation, and digital exclusion for our tenants - all issues that
came starkly into focus during the lockdown pandemic.
The tenant satisfaction rates included in this report were gathered during the Tenant Satisfaction
Survey in 2018. A sample of 1,000 tenants was selected to take part and gave us their honest thoughts
on the Housing Services. We carry out this major consultation every two to three years, and we are
currently in the process of carrying out the latest survey with tenants.
As in our previous Annual Performance Reports we have worked very closely with our Service User
Review and Evaluation (SURE) Team which is made up of tenants and other service users. They have
evaluated our performance and you can see how they rated our services against each of the indicators
we are assessed on. I would like to thank them once again for their very important contribution to the
report, which was made more difficult this year because of current restrictions on meeting face-toface. Despite this they still did an excellent job.
Notwithstanding the challenges we will continue to face as a result of the pandemic, the Council
remains totally committed to increasing the stock of high-quality affordable accommodation for local
people, providing excellent accommodation for our existing tenants, making our neighbourhoods
safe, secure and vibrant places to live, supporting people to live independently in their own homes
and to assist and support people who are in need of accommodation.
It’s very important that you, our tenants, have information about how we have performed as a
landlord during this very unique year, and I hope you will find the 2019/20 annual report informative.
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SURE Team helping to improve your
Housing Services
Members of our Service User Review & Evaluation (SURE) Team provided independent scrutiny of our
performance against each of the Scottish Social Housing Charter Indicators.
It is very important that we receive this kind of scrutiny from our tenants and customers. The input
and involvement of the people who use our services enables us to make real improvements.

A message from the SURE Team
We are very pleased to have again been involved in assessing the performance of the Council’s
Housing Service as set out in this Report.
We carried out our sixth annual assessment of performance by:
reviewing Housing Service performance information for 2019/20 and the proposed service
improvements for 2020/21 based on information provided by individual Service Managers and
Team Leaders;
setting out our own assessment of annual performance and a scoring system to denote the
performance of each aspect of the Council’s Housing Service against the 16 Charter Outcomes. We
have recognised both the progress being made to improve the Housing Service for tenants and
service users and the level that we think each element of the Service has now reached;
putting forward our assessment and proposed scores for each part of the Housing Service to the
Housing Management Team as the basis of our contribution to the Council’s Annual Tenant Report
2019/20.
For each outcome we looked at:
the Housing Service performance data in recent years up to 31 March 2020 to assess the progress
made and the level that we think each service element has now reached;
the resources available to the Council;
how the 2020/21 action plan continues to address existing shortcomings to lead to further
improvement; and
the comparative data between the Council and its peer group of seven other Council landlords in
2018/19 and 2019/20.
We used the scoring system that we agreed last year to grade performance and to acknowledge
specific achievement:
An Extremely Good Service Level - The service has achieved and is maintaining a
consistent high quality. It is also meeting or exceeding its own targets and annual
improvement actions, and it performs consistently well against the national and the
peer group average.
A Very Good Service Level standard has now been reached. Very good progress has
been made in 2010/20. The 2020/21 action plans show how further improvement will be
achieved.
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SureTeam
A Good Service Level is achieved. Progress towards improvement is being made but
with more to do to achieve real impact.

A Fair Service Level - This shows understanding of the issues and how service
improvements can be made.

A Poor Service Level with poor prospects for improvement.

A Very Poor Service Level with no credible prospects for improvement.

The SURE Team recognises the detailed approach to leadership and management which has been
adopted by the Housing Management Team to identify and monitor the specific actions that have
been agreed to improve the performance of the Housing Service across all 16 Charter Outcomes.

For more information on the SURE Team or to find out how to get involved, please telephone
01738 476165 or email TenantParticipation@pkc.gov.uk

SURE Team members
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How is our performance assessed?
The Scottish Social Housing Charter (SSHC) was approved by the Scottish Government in 2012. The
Charter sets out the standards and outcomes that all social landlords should aim to achieve when
performing their duties to tenants and residents.
It is designed to ensure that social landlords are accountable to their tenants, and that they are
achieving key outcomes for customers.
The Scottish Housing Regulator is responsible for assessing social landlords against 16 SSHC
outcomes each year. Perth & Kinross Council provides performance information to the Regulator
which is the basis of this performance report.
Perth & Kinross Council has submitted an Annual Assurance Statement to the Scottish Housing
Regulator as per the Scottish Social Housing Charter, providing assurance that the organisation
complies with the regulatory requirements that apply to all social landlords.
As mentioned on previous pages, we also asked members of our Service User Review and Evaluation
(SURE) Team how they think we did in each area of performance.

How satisfied are tenants with Perth & Kinross
Council Housing services?
Our 2018 Tenant Satisfaction Survey showed 94.77% of tenants are satisfied with our housing
services. We carry out this survey every two to three years, and the previous survey in 2016 showed
an 85.17% satisfaction rate.

85.16%
2016/17

94.77%
2019/20

The Scottish average for this indicator in 2019/20 was 89.2%.
An updated Tenant Satisfaction Survey is being carried out at the moment, and this information will
be included in next year’s report.
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Setting the scene in Perth and Kinross
During the financial year 2019/20 from 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020 tenants paid £27.9million in
rents for Council houses, temporary Council housing, lock-ups and garage sites.

Where your rent goes

Repairs &
Maintenance

Neighbourhood
Services

Financing
Debt

Contribution*

Support Services

31p in every
£ spent

29p in every
£ spent

24p in every
£ spent

8p in every
£ spent

8p in every
£ spent

*Contribution towards
the Capital Programme
(CFCR)
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How we are performing against the Scottish
Social Housing Charter indicators

Our relationship with tenants
Charter outcomes 1, 2 and 3
The relationship between tenants and their landlord is vital. We need to be aware of your needs as
our tenant, keep you informed, treat you fairly and provide ways for you to have an influence over the
services you use and the decisions we take. The first three Charter outcomes cover these areas.

Equalities - Charter outcome 1
This outcome makes sure that every tenant has their individual needs recognised, is treated fairly and with
respect, and receives fair access to housing and housing services. This is no longer an outcome reported
to the Scottish Housing Regulator, but we thought it would be useful to give tenants an update on some of
the work we said we would do over the last 12 months.
What we achieved in 2019/20
 We continued to deliver training on
equalities for our frontline Co-ordinators
ensuring a consistent approach across all
our localities.
 We worked in partnership with colleagues
from the local Health and Social Care
Partnership to establish an Independent
Living Group to identify current and future
needs for tenants with complex care
requirements.
 We encouraged tenants to give us
information through a social media
campaign to inform future housing
requirements.
 We updated all of our procedures to
incorporate new equality statements.
 We continued the roll-out of our clean and
green scheme.

SMART Flat
8

 Increased the opportunities for tenants’
to be supported in their homes through
Technology Enabled Care, including the
opening of a new SMART flat to showcase
the range of equipment available.

SURE Team Verdict
Good service.

1

Communication - Charter outcome 2
This outcome ensures that tenants and customers find it easy to communicate with us and get the
information they need about services and the decisions we make. It also ensures we make it easy for
tenants to make complaints and give us feedback.

Tenant selected indicator:

Satisfied with keeping tenants informed

82.5%

96.8%

2016/17

2019/20

What we achieved in 2019/20
 Increased the number of likes on our
Facebook page by 26.2% from 1,682 to 2,105,
with a monthly average reach of 31,000.
 Increased the number of our followers on
Twitter from 2,044 to 2,290, with a monthly
average reach of 20,000.

 Grew our email contact list from 853 to
890. This easy and quick method of sharing
information with tenants helped increase
our engagement.
 Increased the number of tenants voting on
preferred rent level options to 1,252, from
1,034 the previous year.

Tenants' Facebook Page
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What we will do in 2020/21
●

Continue to build our social media
platforms, encouraging more take-up and
setting our future targets.

●

Our Menu of Opportunities will be advertised
more widely to show the wide range of ways
tenants can get involved in engagement
activities. We will review the Menu to reflect
the changes since COVID-19 and ensure
people who have barriers to connectivity are
included, using our Digital Inclusion Plan.

●

Continue to develop and improve our email
communications with tenants via our
specialist GovDelivery system.

●

Complete a ‘how to’ guide to help tenants
access social media, meetings online and
connect to other tenants in their area
through ‘tenant voice hubs’.

●

Increase our disability support online
through the addition of British Sign
Language provision, spoken word
documents and subtitles for those with
hearing issues.

Complaints performance
Housing Service complaints are dealt with using
the Model Complaints Handling procedure
adopted by all Local Authorities and Housing
Associations. It consists of two stages.
Stage 1 - Front-line Resolution
These complaints are dealt with as close to point
of service delivery and as promptly as possible.
Target for completion is 5 working days.
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●

The numbers of Stage One complaints
increased on the previous year, up from 543
to 560.

●

Performance against timescales is now
measured in a different way meaning there
is no trend info from the last reporting year.
Performance is now measured in 'average
time in working days'.

●

For the reporting year 2019/20 it was 4.7
days which is slightly below the 5-day target.
The Scottish average for 2019/20 was 4.8
days.

Stage 2 - Investigation
In these complaints an independent
investigation is undertaken by an allocated
Investigating Officer. Target for completion is 20
working days.
●

Stage 2 complaints decreased slightly from
44 to 36.

●

For the reporting year 2019/20 it was 23.46
days which is just above the 20-day target.
The Scottish average for 2019/20 was 17.9
days.

What we will do in 2020/21
●

Continue to refine reports on performance
and improvement actions to allow us to
monitor the service.

●

Publicise twice-yearly information about our
complaints and lessons learned from our
complaints.

●

Provide training for staff to support them
in their complaint handling role with a
view to improving complaints handling
performance at Stage 1.

●

Consider the best way of sharing complaints
activity with our tenants.

SURE Team Verdict
Very good service.

Participation - Charter outcome 3
This outcome ensures that tenants and other
customers find it easy to participate in and
influence our decisions at a level they feel
comfortable with.

Tenant selected indicator:

Satisfaction with opportunities to participate

in each locality who will help drive forward
Estate-Based Initiatives projects to improve
neighbourhoods.
 Agreed with the SURE Team a programme
of future service scrutiny, and recruited
additional members to the team for some
projects.
 Submitted our first annual TRP Strategy
Update report to the Council’s Housing and
Communities Committee.
What we will do in 2020/21

74.4%
2016/17

●

Increase our Digital Inclusion programme to
include more training, and identify Digital
Champions to support people to get online.

●

Use our Digital inclusion Plan to
complement the forthcoming update to the
Tenant and Residents Participation Strategy,
which will be refreshed for 2021-2024.

●

Improve our support for tenants with
hearing or sight-loss issues.

●

Review our Menu of Opportunities to reflect
the COVID-19 experiences of tenants,
making sure people who have barriers
to connectivity have the opportunity to
participate and improve their digital skills.

●

Set up ‘Safe Place’ hubs for tenants and
service users so they have access to online
devices and services, and information about
their local services.

●

Continue to contact and communicate
with all tenants and service users in a way
that feels comfortable for them via phone,
newsletters, text, and emails, as well as
regular forums and online chat.

98.7%
2019/20

The Scottish average for this figure in 2019/20
was 87.2%.
What we achieved in 2019/20
 Continued to provide a range of ways
to participate though our Menu of
Opportunities, including locality events and
walkabouts.
 Developed our consultation and
engagement by using a specialist online
Consultation Hub.
 Increased digital inclusion for tenants
through training and updated online
information.
 Issued regular Tenant and Resident
Participation (TRP) Update newsletters in
between forum meetings and engagement
events.
 Completed 69 Estate-Based Initiative
projects via walkabouts with tenants,
meetings, events and local surveys.

SURE Team Verdict
Very good service.

 Identified a number of Tenant Inspectors
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Housing quality and maintenance
Charter outcomes 4 and 5
All our tenants should live in a home that is warm, secure and well-maintained. Charter outcomes 4
and 5 cover this area of performance.

Housing Quality and Maintenance, Scottish Housing Quality Standard Charter outcome 4
This ensures our tenants’ homes, as a minimum, meet the Scottish Housing Quality Standard (SHQS) by
April 2015 and continue to meet it, and allocated houses are always clean and in a good state of repair.
During 2019/20 our overall level of SHQS compliance reduced from 96.14% to 95.77%, however
this remains above the Scottish average for 2019/20 which was 94.4%. The decrease was caused by
22 homes with low energy efficiency ratings and roofs in need of repair, with two properties being
included due to serious fire damage and one property being scheduled for demolition to provide
new-build Council houses once the site was cleared. Through projects planned for the next 12
months we will address any remaining issues.
What we achieved in 2019/20
 Completed 10 new-build properties.

What we will do in 2020/21
●

Continue our Central Heating Renewal
Programme and Warm Homes Fund
investment, providing 500 homes with new
energy efficient heating systems and an
additional 66 renewable systems.

●

The Triple Glazed Window and Door
Replacement Programme will continue, with
220 properties receiving new energy efficient
windows and doors.

●

Install Controlled Door Entries to 6 blocks.

●

Continue our kitchen and bathroom renewal
programme.

 Purchased 35 Buy-Back properties in areas
of high demand to meet specific housing
needs, whilst bringing some blocks back into
majority or full Council ownership.
 Carried out significant environmental works
across Perth and Kinross.
 The Energy Efficiency Standard for Social
Housing (EESSH) sets the minimum standard
of Energy Rating for social housing to
achieve. We made further improvements
during 2019/20 increasing our level of
compliance to 82.3% in March 2020, from
72.7% the previous year. The Scottish
average for this figure was 87.3%.

Top: New-build Council homes in Stanley
12
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●

Complete 310 major/minor adaptations
to the Council’s housing stock and 250 to
private homes through the Care & Repair
Scheme.

●

Install new mains gas supplies to 204 homes.

●

Complete 136 new-build Council homes
(Perth, Scone and Meigle).

●

Purchase 24 properties through our BuyBack Scheme to increase our housing stock.

●

Continue to identify and provide help
to households at risk of, or living in, fuel
poverty.

●

Continue to work with SSE to install smart
meters in our tenants’ homes.

SURE Team Verdict
Extremely good service.

Housing Quality and Maintenance, Repairs Maintenance and
Improvements - Charter outcome 5
This outcome ensures our tenants’ homes are well-maintained, with repairs and improvements carried out
when required, and tenants are given reasonable choices about when work is done.
We continue to perform well with our repairs
response times:
●

●

●

Our emergency repairs took on average 3.04
hours to complete within the 24-hour target
compared to last year’s 3.54 hours.
The number of repairs appointments kept
was 97.48%, an increase on our 2018/19
performance.

The average number of days for completed work
for this year as at the end of August 2020 is 6.42
days. We have to continue to focus on the safety
of both our tenants and staff and unfortunately
this means there will continue to be delays for
some types of repairs.

Tenant satisfaction remained high - 98.59%
of tenants were satisfied with their repairs
compared to the Scottish average of 91.3%.

Due to the pandemic lockdown period we
have a backlog of complex repairs that we are
working through. This is a slow process as we
are limited by the number of staff we can have
working in close proximity with one another.

Top: Door replacement programme
Bottom: Repairs van
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Tenant selected indicators:

Average length of time to complete emergency
repairs (hours)

3.57

3.54

3.0

3.6

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

Scottish Average
2019/20

Percentage of repairs completed right first time

87.79%

88.66%

2018/19

2019/20

 Agreed with our tenants additional budget
for responsive repairs and voids, which will
allow us to maintain our high performance,
recruit two additional full-time staff and
operate an improved voids process for
homes that need significant refurbishment.
What we will do in 2020/21
●

Introduce ‘Remote Assist’ which will allow
tenants to share their repair with our staff
via a live online video feed. This will allow us
to give tenants fast and clear guidance on
the issue they are experiencing, with the aim
of reducing unnecessary household visits.

●

Introduce a new online customer portal,
Connect, that will allow tenants to
raise work requests, book and amend
appointments and view historical details for
repairs. Connect also offers our customers
support with the diagnosis of their repair.

●

Connect will also improve the efficiency
of scheduling appointments, identifying
‘clusters’ of repairs jobs and then scheduling
staff to work on them so that travel time is
reduced.

●

Customers will be able to choose a suitable
appointment and reschedule if needed.

The Scottish average for 2019/20 was 92.4%.
What we achieved in 2019/20
 Completed 5,767 emergency works orders
- a reduction of 750 compared to last year.
This is positive as we have invested in our
Capital Improvement projects and wanted to
achieve a reduction in the number of times
we are called out.
 Collected 5,008 customer satisfaction
responses compared to 1,400 during
2018/19, using our new electronic Total
Mobile working system for staff.
 Any areas of concern raised through the
satisfaction surveys were followed up the
next working day by our Repairs Centre
team.
 Our new online scheduler for Trades Staff
improved efficiency by reducing travel time
between jobs and by monitoring upcoming
repairs - highlighting risks and enabling
action to be taken before problems occurred.
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SURE Team Verdict
Very good service.

Your neighbourhood and community
Charter outcome 6

3

This outcome ensures that we are working in partnership with other agencies so that tenants and other
customers live in well-maintained neighbourhoods where they feel safe and secure.
What we achieved in 2019/20

Tenant selected indicator:

Percentage of anti-social behaviour (ABI) cases
resolved within locally agreed targets
●

The total number of anti-social behaviour
cases resolved in 2019/20 was 615 out of the
649 cases reported to us, which equates to
94.76%. This is an increase in performance
using the same range of data from last year.

Overall, we resolved 24 serious cases out of 24,
and 591 cases out of 625 during 2019/20. This
is an increase in performance using the same
range of data from last year.

Tenant selected indicator:

Percentage satisified with standard of home
when moved in

77.51%

76.7%

2018/19

2019/20

76.7% of tenants were satisfied with the
standard of their home when they moved in,
slightly down from 77.51% in 2018/19.

 We carried out a total of 69 Estate-Based
Initiatives across all four locality areas.
11 Estate-Based Initiatives projects were
completed following reports of anti-social
behaviour or security issues. Examples
include increased security lighting, fencing
and clearing bushes.
 We reviewed our procedure on ASB and they
way we offer Short Secure Tenancies, and
training sessions were held for all of our
frontline housing staff to ensure consistency
in our approach across localities when
dealing with ASB.
 The SURE Team were involved in a
tenant working group which looked at
the caretaking service and a potential
handyman service to improve our estate
management (this had to be paused due
to Covid restrictions but we hope to take it
forward as restrictions lift).
 A presentation on ASB was given to the
Summer Tenant Conference 2019 working
in partnership with our Safer Communities
Team.
 A leaflet on ASB is now given to prospective
tenants during sign-up of the property,
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and staff speak to them about expected
standards of behaviour during the tenancy.
 We raised awareness of ASB through a social
media campaign, encouraging tenants to
report anti-social behaviour.
 In direct response to tenants’ requests we
introduced a new noise app that allows
tenants to record noise nuisance as it
happens.
What we will do in 2020/21
●

Consider and take forward
recommendations from the SURE Team
report on caretaking services about taking
a consistent approach to who qualifies for
responsive repairs, the garden maintenance
scheme and Care and Repair.

●

We will incorporate new ways of working
adopted through the Covid pandemic into
our procedures to continue to provide the
best possible service to our tenants.

●

We are looking at ways of automating
reports for Scottish Secure Tenancy
conversions due to anti-social behaviour, to
make monitoring easier.

SURE Team Verdict
Good service.
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Access to housing and housing support advice
4
Charter outcomes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12
Charter outcomes 7, 8, 9 and 10
Charter outcomes 7, 8, 9 and 10 ensure that people who are looking for housing get information that
helps them make informed choices about the range of housing options available to them, and can review
those options. They also ensure that people at risk of losing their homes get homelessness advice, and that
people who are looking for housing find it easy to apply for a wide choice of social housing and get all the
information they need.

Tenant selected indicator:

Average time (days) taken to re-let homes

27.81

28.42

28.33

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

We sustained high performance in the
management of void properties during 2019/20.
During 2020/21 we will be exploring and
implementing an enhanced void standard.

31.80
Scottish Average
2019/20

What we achieved in 2019/20
 During 2019/20 we conducted 2,733 housing
options interviews, which is an increase of 28
cases compared to 2018/19.
 Through effective prevention and early
intervention, we reduced the number of
people presenting as homeless by nearly
20% in the context of a 4% increase
nationally.
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 The number of families presenting as
homeless reduced by 40% compared to
2018/19 and the number of young, single
people reduced by 28%.
 We had the lowest prevalence of temporary
accommodation use in Scotland at 0.5
households per 100,000 population.
 Length of stay in temporary accommodation
was also the lowest in Scotland at an
average of 76 days against a national
average of 184 days.
 Homeless case duration was also the lowest
in Scotland at an average of 89 days against
a national average of 224 days.
 All of the actions outlined in our
Rapid Rehousing Transition Plan were
implemented during 2019/20 to further
improve our Home First model.
 By providing appropriate support and
assistance to homeless people taking
up tenancies, we increased our tenancy
sustainment levels for homeless people to
83%.
 Private Sector Access Initiatives were
improved to reduce the level of homeless
presentations. 160 households accessed the
Rent Bond Guarantee Scheme, we increased
our portfolio of private rented properties
that we manage to 180, and we brought 26
empty homes back into use.

 Fairfield Housing Co-operative and Kingdom
Housing Association successfully signed
up to the Perth and Kinross Common
Housing Register and adopted the Common
Allocations Policy (CHR). This means that
the CHR now operates with all of the five
main social landlords in Perth and Kinross,
collectively managing a housing stock of
over 11,700 properties. This gives a wider
choice to people looking for social housing
in the area.
What we will do in 2020/21
As this year has been dominated by the
pandemic our key focus will be to:
●

continue to deliver a full range of housing
options and homelessness services, ensuring
that the disruption caused by the pandemic
is minimised and homelessness is prevented
where possible;

●

adapt to new ways of remote and
contactless working in a way that preserves
access to services for everyone, including
those who are digitally excluded;

●

ensure that we have a robust recovery and
renewal plan in place.

SURE Team Verdict
Extremely good service.

Fairfield joins Common Housing Register
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Tenancy sustainment - Charter outcome 11
This outcome ensures that tenants get the information and support they need to remain in their home.

Performance indicator:
●

Of the 854 tenancies allocated to applicants from the waiting list in 2019/20, 751 were able to
sustain their tenancy for more than 12 months. This represents 90.33% of tenancies compared to
88.3% nationally.

Tenant selected indicator:

Percentage of homes that became vacant in the last year

10.74%

10.59%

2018/19

2019/20

The Scottish average for this figure was 8.4%.
What we achieved in 2019/20

What we will do in 2020/21

 Our recommissioned Floating Housing
Support service began in October 2019
with three providers delivering 1,020 hours
of support per week. The contract delivers
basic housing support and more intensive,
wraparound support for people with
multiple and complex needs.

●

Carry out analysis on tenancies to see how
we can provide more intense support for
people who need it.

●

Look at changes in how we manage arrears,
particularly Universal Credit cases, to ensure
that tenancies can be sustained.

 Processed 152 applications to our Tenancy
Sustainment Fund of which 90 were
approved, to the value of £115,419.

●

We have recognised that tenancies let to
a homeless household has more potential
to fail and will add this indicator to our
Housing & Homeless Strategy going forward
to allow high level monitoring of this
particular group.

●

We will introduce a “Think Yes” budget which
allows our Locality Teams and frontline staff
to respond quickly and effectively to people
who are facing a situation which could put
their tenancy at risk.

 Rolled out full implementation of the
Passport to Housing e-learning course to
ensure tenants know what is expected of
them prior to taking up a tenancy.
 Carried out a large-scale exercise across all
localities where we contacted and offered
assistance to all tenants who had the
potential to fail in their tenancy during the
first 12 months of moving into their home.
 Carried out additional analysis of all
tenancies that failed during the year to
understand where we can assist in future
tenancies.

SURE Team Verdict
Very good service.
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Homeless people - Charter outcome 12
This outcome ensures that homeless people get prompt and easy access to help and advice, are provided
with suitable, good-quality temporary or emergency accommodation and get continuing support.

Performance indicator:
●

We prioritised families experiencing or threatened with homelessness through the introduction
of a revised Common Allocations Policy in April 2019 and through our Home First approach. This
resulted in a reduction in family homeless presentations of around 38%, from 270 cases in 2018/19
to 167 in 2019/20.

What we achieved in 2019/20
 Produced and implemented a Rapid
Rehousing Transition Plan (RRTP) which
aims to prevent homelessness, and to help
people who do become homeless into settled
accommodation quickly. Support is then
provided to help them sustain their tenancy.
The RRTP is a five-year plan running to
2023/24 which builds on the success of our
sector-leading Home First model.
 In 2019/20 we achieved a 19% reduction in
homeless presentations compared to the
previous year. This is in the context of a 4%
increase nationally.
 Through our increased focus on youth
homelessness and support we achieved
a 28% reduction in the number of young
people presenting as homelessness.
 We commissioned the Rock Trust charity to
deliver a support service for young people
that are at risk of homelessness or have
experienced homelessness. This service is
already achieving positive results, helping
a number of young people who needed
housing during the COVID-19 pandemic.
 The pilot Future Builders project was
launched with the Rock Trust to provide
accommodation support and employment
opportunities for 16-25 year olds. Three
properties for the project were formally
handed over on 31 August 2020.
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 We continued to reduce the number of
people, particularly families with children,
that require temporary accommodation,
 For those that do require temporary
accommodation, we had the lowest average
length of stay in Scotland.
 A nominated support officer is assigned for
all new homeless applicants.
What we will do in 2020/21
●

Reduce the number of homeless applicants
waiting for an offer of housing.

●

Reduce the duration of homelessness
for customers and the length of stay in
temporary accommodation.

●

Carry out a review of our third-sector hostel
provision.

●

Continue delivering housing options,
homeless prevention and tenancy
sustainment support to minimise
homelessness.

●

Continue to develop and explore ways to
provide support to people with complex and
challenging needs.

SURE Team Verdict
Extremely good service.

Good value from rents and other charges
Charter outcomes 13, 14 and 15

5

Rents and service charges - Charter outcomes 13, 14 and 15
These outcomes ensure that we set rents and service charges in consultation with tenants and other
customers so there is a balance between the level of services provided and how affordable rents are. Also,
that tenants get clear information on how rent and other money is spent.

Performance indicator:
●

Our rents are among the lowest out of the 26 local authority areas in Scotland who have housing
stock. 88.18% of PKC tenants told us they consider their rent to represent good value for money, up
from 84.89% in 2016. The National average for this indicator was 83.6% in 2019/20:

PKC Average Rent
(excluding service changes)

Registered Social Landlord
Average Rent
(excluding service changes)

Bedsit

£46.34

£55.65 (+20%)

One Bedroom

£62.99

£75.88 (+20%)

Two Bedrooms

£68.27

£80.12 (+17%)

Three Bedrooms

£76.37

£87.75 (+15%)

Four Bedrooms

£82.46

£96.24 (+17%)

Average

£66.99

£80.37 (+19%)

Accommodation
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What did we do in 2019/20?
 Increased the number of tenants
participating in the annual rent setting
consultation by 298% to 1,252.
 Continued to be the most affordable
housing option in Perth and Kinross.

What we will do in 2020/21
●

Continuously review our Tenancy
Sustainment Fund in light of the impact of
COVID-19 on our tenants’ ability to pay their
rent.

●

Review arrears policy and procedures
to make sure we are doing all we can to
support tenants through the pandemic.

●

Review the role of the Income Maximisation
Team to consider increased support to
tenants, to help them maximise use of online
services.

●

Implement a paperless Direct Debit facility.

●

Continue to look for efficiency savings across
the Housing Revenue Account to ensure that
we continue to provide value for money.

 Reduced our gross rent arrears levels from
10.83% to 8.37%.
 Collected 98.38% of the rental income due in
2019/20.
 Enhanced our affordability model to assess
how current and future tenants can afford
our rent.
 Our Mobile Housing Team worked across the
four localities assisting tenants who faced
issues paying their rent.
 Established a Housing Revenue Account
(HRA) Monitoring Group which consists of
tenants and staff. The group has agreed a
work plan to share information and increase
knowledge about the HRA and how our
finances work.
 We have delivered efficiency savings of
over £600,000 since 2016/17 (excluding the
Housing Repairs Transformation savings).
These efficiency savings help us mitigate any
rent increases to tenants.
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SURE Team Verdict
Very good service.

Other customers
Charter outcome 16

6

The Charter recognises that social landlords provide services to other customers who are not tenants. This
includes the provision and upkeep of Gypsy/Traveller sites.

Gypsy/Travellers - Charter outcome 16
This outcome ensures that we manage sites for Gypsy/Travellers and maintain them well.
What we achieved in 2019/20
 Discussed and agreed with residents how
often their site should be inspected to ensure
high standards.
 Worked in partnership with Double Dykes
residents to look at security of the site and
any environmental improvements that could
be carried out.
 Carried out a full health and safety
inspection of Double Dykes site with
residents.
 Assisted MECOPP with their risk assessment
of the use of the Happy Cabin at Double
Dykes.
 Carried out Double Dykes improvements
agreed with residents.

 Carried out a face-to-face survey of residents
in Double Dykes and Bobbin Mill to capture
information on satisfaction levels (this was
almost complete during 2019-20 but paused
due to Covid restrictions).
What we will do in 2020/21
●

Complete a new Tenant Satisfaction Survey
with as many residents as possible.

●

Conclude a Stock Condition Survey to
identify the long-term plans for both sites
and discuss these with residents.

●

We will work in partnership with COSLA and
the Scottish Government to pilot Negotiated
Stopping Spaces for Gypsy Travellers in Perth
and Kinross

●

Support our tenants to use additional
Scottish Government funding to identify
projects on their sites which will improve
their quality of life.

●

Support tenants on our sites site to become
more digitally included.

 Further improvements under Estate-Based
Initiatives were carried out at Double Dykes.
 Initiated a number of face-to-face meetings
between Housing Managers and residents to
enable a better understanding of site issues.

SURE Team Verdict
Good service.
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If you or someone you know would like a copy of this
document in another language or format, (on occasion,
only a summary of the document will be provided in
translation), this can be arranged by contacting the
Customer Service Centre on 01738 475000.
You can also send us a text message on 07824 498145.
All Council Services can offer a telephone translation facility.

www.pkc.gov.uk
(PKC Design Team - 2020174)

